
VIE-PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS.

JocraHAt, OF PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, AHD SCIENTIFIC METHODS.
xiv., 16. T. L. Davis. ' On Inductive Inference.' [" The only meaning
which can be attached intelligently to the word probable is this—that the
probable is that which would be irue if we knew that our will to choose
fairly among all possible samples was successful. The principle of iudnc-
tiou derives its validity from the metaphysical assumption that there
exists a collection of potential experiences each member of which ig
what it is absolutely."] M. W. Calkins. ' A Clue to Holt's Treatment
of the Freudian Wish. [He takes the self as the primary unit of his
psychology, though he does not realise it. J xiv., 17. F. C. S. Schiller.
• Mr Bradley, Bain and Pragmatism.' [Criticises the claim that Bain
anticipated pragmatic logic and was confuted by Brad'ey. It is phowu
that Bradley's version of ' Bain ' is a " Circeau transformation " of the
actual Bain's theory of tielief in The Emotiom and the Will, and is neither
authentic, nor consistent nonsense, that his criticisms are unsound and
tainted with the formalist abstraction from meaning, and that not one
uf the essential features of pragmatic logic occurs in Bain, who was
•concerned not with the theory of judgment, but with the distinction
between real and spurious beliefs, for which however he suggested a
-valuable test in the willingness to act on a belief.] C. E. Ferrer and
Q. Rand. ' A Noto on the Needs and Uses of Energy Measurements
for Work in Psychological Optics.' [On the difficulties of subjective
measurement.] B. C. Parsons. ' The Teleological Delusion.' [" God's
purpose, nature's purpose, Society's purpose—that is the course of tele-
ology, of that science which appears to be most indispensable to human
'Composure, perhaps to human happiness." " The supreme horror of the
war lay in its assault on our sense of progress," but " I am unable to see
how peace can be born of militarism or to differentiate between militarism
and militarism".] iiv., 18. A. H. Lloyd. 'Pragmatism and Meta-
physics.' [" Pragmatism, while possibly not satisfying any known
metaphysician, is nevertheless really big with the metaphysical" . . .
" it so nearly identifies experience with reality as to render a metaphysic
-gratuitous " . . . " involving as it does the union of ideality and practi-
cality, or spirituality and real life, of values and instruments, it would
-change the present " and enter on " the creative life of reality ".] C.
Pepper. .'The Nature of Scientific Matter.' [" The matter of sconce
as what science describes, the objects about which laws are made." These
' facts ' must be rendered comparable with each other —by reduction to
visual data.] J. Dewey. ' Duality and Dualism.' [Diacljims both
-epistemological monism and epistemological dualism, which is " only
two monisms loosely stuck together." and doubles all difficulties. If it is
to be labelled D.'s position is "empirical pluralism ".] xiv., 19. W. T.
Bush. ' Constructive Intelligence.' [An appreciative review of Creative
Jntrllitftnee by Dewey and others.] M. T. McClure. ' Francis Bacon
and the Modern Spirit.' [Finds in Bacon four criteria of modernity,
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506 PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS.

the cognate adens of progress, control, utility, and responsibility.] xiv.,.
26. R. W. Sellars. "The Status of Epistemology. ['Critical real-
ism' considers it as "the reflective science which studies the nature,
conditions, and development of human knowledge in the light of the
available facts. It begins with a reflective study of the individual's
field of experience, his distinctions and views of knowledge, and passes
gradually to an hypothesis which will best harmonise the known facts."]
F. J. E. Woodbridge. 'Structure.' [(1) It is universal, (2) really a
discovery, of an absolute kind, and (3) identifiable with metaphysical
' matter '.] C. W. Cobb. ' The First Antinomy of Kant.' [The proof
of the thesis is charged with contradicting in its course its original
assumption. Fur it is untrue that an infinite series cannot be com-
pleted, unless it has a beginning, which was denied.] xiv., 26. W.
M. Urban. • The Pragmatic Theory of Value: A Reply to Herbert
W. Schneider.' [In xiv., 6; disputes the value of the pragmatic
theory, accusing it of ' fundamental incoherence' on " the fundamental
issue of ' value and existence,'" and declares that the specific situation
must be abstracted from and that it is " both a duty and a right"
to be "resolutely irrelevant" to the passing moment.] H. W.
Schneider. ' The Values of Pragmatic Theory.' [Is a 'Rejoinder,'
which enumerates as contributions to the theory of values made by
pragmatism (1) a genuine re-consideration of the problem, (2) the
conception that values are specific and cannot be studied in abstracto,
(3) the analysis of the value situation, and (4) the critique of the
metaphysical and theological separation of a world of fact and a world
of value, of judgments ot fact and judgments of value. As for philo-
sophers who are ' resolutely irrelevant' to present interests, they are " a
social nuisance and an irritant ".]

"SCIENTIA" (RIVISTA DI SCICHXA). Series ii. VoL xxiiL January,
1918. Q. Mllhaud. ' L'CEuvre de Descartes pendant l'hiver 1019-1620.
1*™ Partie : LA meihode et la matbesis.' [A most excellent attempt,
gui tied by the Diicoxirt and by some probabilities, to describe the work
which Descartes did in bis famous 'stove'. Milhaud has shown, in the
Revue de Melaphytiqiu for 1916, that on the noted November 10, 1619,
Descartes thought that he was in communication with God, and probably
believed that He encouraged him in hid intention of ceasing to learn from
books and trying to raise by himself the building of human knowledge.
For this purpone he chose a method to guide the mind in quest of truth
in general, and the Regvlae give, the details of this method. The Regulae
date, from about lti'iS (ef. Adam, (Eucret de Detcarttt, x., p. 480), and
the Ditctntrs of 1637 expresses the essential part in some well-known
rules. The first rule is oppo-.ed to the principle of authority, but also the
aid of deductive logic in energetically refused : the Reyulat insists on the
primitive and almost exclusive part played by intuition in the acquire-
ment of knowledge, and the aversion of Descartes for ' the pretensions of
the dialecticians to dominate reason, to control the legitimacy of deduc-
tions, and to substitute themselves for natural light, for spontaneous
intuitions' is even more strongly marked in the Regviae uian in the
Ditcours. At this point it is important to read the essay of Milhaud in
the Re cue ye ni rale de* Sciences of 1916 on the first scientific discoveries
made by Descartes in the March of 1619, since it shows that Descartes
was then influenced above all things by his mathematical discoveries.
The second rule is completed in the Regulae: Descartes requires that
' the deoompoeition of the difficulties to be resolved, or the objects to be
known, should be pushed up to the simplest elements. . . . Such ele-
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nientu are seized directly and completely by the intuition.' The third
rule shows the necessity of the order to be followed in reconstruction from
these elements of more and more complex things. The Rtyvlcte are a
very instructive commentary on the importance which Descartes aDtached
to his ' enumeration or induction '. Descartes hud in view researches of
all possible kinds, and had no doubt that the processes which succeed so
well in mathematics can leud men to universal knowledge. To read
certain passages of the Discours, the ohief utility of mathematics would
seem to be to exercise the mind in good method, and ' mathematics would
thus seem to be merely a kind of formal teaching for one wlio seeks the
true method.' Aud this impression is so current that, when Descartes
appeals- to the " Analyi-is " of geometers, it is usually supposed that he
has in view the manner of research and of demonstration consisting in
first supposing the unknown to be known, and then proceeding to demon-
strated or evident truths. Thus, Hiimelin (Systhnt dt l/encartet, p. 55)
thinks that " Analysis " means with Descartes not a part of mathematics
but the analytic method. . . . But for Descartes as for us it is certainly
a part of mathematics itself which is meant, and not merely the logical
processes which are us.jd there.' As for the reason why Descartes chose
analysis rather than, say, Euclidean geometry, the commentary on the
fourth rule in the Ueyulae shows very clearly what Descartes requires of
the ancient geometers like Pappus and the algebraists who follow the
tradition of DiophantoH (Adam and Tannery, x., p. 373). The ancients
used quite naturally, and without making it known to us, an analysis in
which Descartes sees what he calls ' mathesis' (ibid., p. 37tS) : that is, the
science whose object U pure quantitative relations, and on which depend
all those—arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, music, optics, mechanics,
and many others—which study the quantities specially realised by means
of numbers or concrete magnitudes. That is what, in the eyes of Des-
cartes, is the merit of the analysis of the ancients and of algebra. They
do not merely give an example of long chains of simple and easy reasons,
but contain the beginning of the true method, the science of quantitative
relations, abstraction being made of the various things in which they
may be seen at work. For Descartes, it would simply be to follow the
rules of his method to try to construct this science (mathesis, universal
mathematics) by relying on the analysis of the ancients and the algebra
of the moderns,—but freeing the first from the figures which encumber
it and the second from complications of notation. In fact, ' this would
be to go straight to the simplest things. But it would be also and above
all else to give the edifice of universal science its firmest basis.' Some
times it is difficult to see whether the method or the mathesis is meant in
the long commentary on the fourth rule in the Regular.; we may almost
say that the mathesis i> the method. In any case the consideration of
this universal matheinatios is the first care of Descartes : ' perhaps this
universal mathematics is less an application of the famous rules than the
working of the method itself, manifesting itself both in its form and its
matter, to constitute the first and fundamental basis of Cartesian science '.
In the DUeoun, when Descartes spoke of ' lines ' for representing rela-
tions and proportions in general, we might at first be misled into thinking
that here was indicated the fundamental idea of analytic geometry. But
in the Latin translation Descartes added the word rtctit at the end of the
word lineit, and thus showed clearly that he simply meant that length
was chosen by him to represent, not merely a sum or a difference but also
a product, a quotient, a square root, and so on (cf. the sixteenth rule in
the Rafulae).] A. S. Eddlnston. 'The Interior of a Star.' A. Mlell.
' H periodo atomico moderno. Parte III* : La risolurione del problema.'
W. A. Phillips. ' La question irlandaise.' B. Benes. ' La pi ice ties
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Tcheoosiovaqnes parmi lea Slaves.' Book Reviews. Review of Reviews.
French translations of Articles in English and Italian.—Series ii. Vol.
rxiii. February, 1918. O. MJIhaud. ' L'oauvre de Descartes pendant
lliiver 1619-1620. II*™ Partie : Les premiers travaux d'Analyse et de
Qeometrie.' A. C. D. Crommelln. ' The Galactic Circle as a Plane of
Reference for Star Places.' U. Plerantoni. ' I microrganismi foiologici
e la luminescenza degli animali.' C. Vallaux and J. Brunhes. 'Lee
elements g£ographiquee de la guerre.' A. Struyckcn. ' Nationalisme
et internationahsme.' Book Reviews. Review of Reviews. Frenoh
translations of articlea in Italian and Euglish. "Vol. ui i i , March, 1918.
Qeorge Sarton. ' Le nouvel Humamsme.' [The War has brought
out clearly, even to people who could not see the fact before, that
science must be given a larger place in education. The great defect in
those who try to teach science lies in their neglect of literary studies,
and thus we must humanist science. At the present time there is no
such thing as ' scientific education '; for it is not humanised by a study
of universal history. Programme for future education. An important
article from one who has shown himself capable of much self-sacrifice in
support of his ideas in Belgium before and after August, 1914.] Q.
Castelnuovo. ' II calcolo delle probability e le scienze di osservazione.'
Frederick Soddy. ' The Compounds and Mixtures into which the
Chemical Elements have been resolved.' P. Savorgnan. ' Le probleine
de la population apres la guerre.' A. -Melllet. ' La situation linguis-
tique en Russie et en Autriche-Hongrie.' Book Reviews. Review of
Reviews. Chronicle. French translations of articles in Italian and
English.

DC—NOTE.

I see, on looking through my paper in MIHD, N.S., No. 107, that,
although I at first speak of ' Whitehead and Russell,' I later generally refer
to pieces of notation contained in Prineipia Mathtmatica as ' Russell's'.
I did not mean by this to ascribe them to Mr. Russell rather than to
Dr. Whitehead. I have no idea which of the authors is responsible
for any given part of the book, and I only used ' Russell' as an abbrevi-
ation for ' Russell and Whitehead'. I should be sorry indeed to appear
unfair to Dr. Whitehead, and my only excuse is the extreme difficulty of
putting a phrase like 'Russell and Whitehead' into the possessive in
English. Perhaps Dr. Whitehead will provide me with a suitable no-
tation for this purpose, and Mr. Russell will guarantee it to be 'ethically
neutral'.

C. D. BEOAD.
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